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The background

Picture all the forward-thinking technology that 
restaurants are rapidly adopting these days: servers 
running around with tablet computers, patrons 
wanting to pay at the table, chefs and cooks looking at 
rows of orders on big screen monitors in the kitchens 
and receipts coming out of printers in several locations 
throughout the front and back of the house. 

The upside of all this technology? There can be as 
many as 40 different tech devices deployed in a food 

service establishment at any given time, helping 
the restaurant run more efficiently and profitably. 
Sometimes, it’s even more than 40 devices. 

As these technologies proliferate, restaurants have 
come to depend on them to operate. It goes without 
saying that there’s very little tolerance on the part of 
restaurant owners to have any of their devices stop 
working. 

“Even if a couple of devices are not in good shape, it’s 
a major problem,” said Chris Lybeer, chief strategy  
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officer at Revel Systems, a U.S.-based point-of-sale 
company with more than 20,000 customers. 

The challenge

Combine that with the fact that there’s 
normally no one on site at a restaurant 
who’s capable of fixing a technical 
issue and you’ve got a recipe for 
trouble. Sending a technician 
out to the site for repairs is 
becoming more and more 
expensive so that’s not the 
optimal solution.

Instead, Revel Systems wanted 
to find a way that they could 
remotely monitor, update and even 
fix their point-of-sale solutions in the event 
something goes wrong. 

Enter Banyan Hills Technologies. 

Revel Systems engaged Banyan Hills Technologies to 
build a Mobile Device Management, or MDM, module 
to be used inside Banyan’s CanopyTM IoT platform. 
The IoT platform with the MDM module could in turn 
be used to monitor and manage all of the devices 
operating within an organization. In the case of Revel’s 
restaurant customers, this software would be used to 
remotely monitor, manage and update Revel’s point-of-
sale systems. 

The solution

Of course, there were other MDM solutions in the 
marketplace already but most of them had been built 
for general-purpose consumer devices. Companies 
typically rely on MDM software to manage employee 

phones and laptops. And while the software works 
well for corporate IT needs, it would not fit the bill for 
managing credit card swipes or kitchen printers. Revel 
wanted something built for managing an organization’s 

devices, not an individual’s.

One of the baseline needs Revel had was 
just to be able to see the status of all 

the devices in the restaurant at a 
glance. With the MDM software, 
restaurant managers will be able 
instantly check on the health 
of their printers, point of sale 

terminals and kitchen displays 
before a dinner rush gets underway. 

“Just knowing the status, getting 
everything up and fully-ready to run through 

that peak period is huge,” Lybeer said. 

If anything does go wrong during live operations, the 
ability for Revel’s support personnel to be able to see 
the problem immediately, begin to diagnose it and fix 
it remotely will be very helpful to Revel’s customers, 
Lybeer said. 

Another need Revel had was to be able to allow an 
organization to conduct software updates at scale on 
remote devices. In other words, devices operating out 
in the field. For instance, if a restaurant had a fleet of 
tablets that required an iOS update, the MDM software 
could be used for that job. 

“That’s a super efficiency thing for us,” Lybeer said. 
“Number one, it’s less time consuming. And, even 
more importantly, the customer doesn’t have to be 
involved and it can get done on time. … The ability to 

Revel Systems wanted an 
Internet-of-Things software 
tool that could be used to 
monitor and manage all of 

the devices operating within 
a restaurant, including the 

point of sale system.
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keep things up-to-date consistently, on a large scale, 
without the customer’s involvement is huge.” 

In addition, Revel and its customers will be able to use 
the software to: 

• Prevent unapproved third-party apps from being 
installed on iOS devices

• Remove apps that were installed without 
authorization

• Lock down an ioS device that’s been reported 
stolen or lost

• Install approved apps on a device that’s out in the 
field

• Clear a device passcode

• Review the action history on an iOS device

Lybeer, pictured below, said Revel chose to work with 

Banyan Hills Technologies because of the company’s 
background and expertise in deploying Internet-of-
Things software in the retail space. Working with 
credit card readers, for instance, would not be new to 

Banyan. 

“It’s a great company where you feel like you’re 
partnering with them and not buying from them,” he 
said. “It’s not a vendor relationship. It’s a partner 
relationship and that’s really important to us.”

Also, Lybeer points to the confidence he has in 
Banyan’s software expertise. 

“They’ve got technical chops in terms of building and 
architecting scalable systems,” he said. “That’s not 
something that anybody and everybody can do well.” 

About Revel Systems
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SOLUTION BENEFITS

PRODUCT FEATURES

Centralized Monitoring
Personalized dashboards provide a view of your entire 
kiosk fleet and operations. Add, remove, configure and 
arrange KPIs to fit your business.

Device Management
Gain valuable insights on all your devices with our easy-
to-use management console. 

Enable Automation
Improve operational efficiency and deliver more 
personalized customer experiences.

Better Uptime
Address service issues before problems arise. Remotely 
control devices, and automatically trigger notifications.

Smarter Decisions
Manage the overall health of your devices through 
configurable KPIs reports and analytics.

Reduce Costs
Monitor component and system performance to improve 
uptime and field service operations.

Organizational Management 
Set up and manage security credentials that can restrict 
access at any level within the organization and create 
different roles for different users.

Reporting & Analytics
Maximize the utility of data captured, processed 
and stored through configurable KPIs, customizable 
dashboards, reports and analytics.

Transaction Reporting
Monitor and manage device transactions and revenue.

Real-Time Updates
Customizable dashboards provide a central, real-time 
view of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) showing the 
overall health and performance of your operations.

IoT Campaigns
Automate tasks through an easy-to-use framework that 
can be leveraged to send notifications or initiate other 
actions.

Marketing
Create rich marketing campaigns that deliver 
promotional content.

Why Banyan Hills Technologies?
We formed in 2013 to help customers solve for the 
complexity surrounding the Internet of Things (IoT). 
Problem solving, building great software and bringing 
together the smartest and best talent is the Banyan 
way. We seek to tame the complexity of the Internet of 
Things and unleash its potential. Our goal is to work 
with clients to help them achieve success in their IoT 
projects. 

At heart, we’re an IoT company with full-stack software 
capabilities. Using a phased approach that aligns 
with your business objectives, we gain a complete 
understanding of the market to build a long-term 
technology road map. In addition, our platform is 
already enmeshed in an ecosystem of technology 
capable of delivering apps, services and support that 
will make your IoT project a success.


